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Chapter 1 : Basic MVC Architecture
Like everything else in software engineering, it seems, the concept of Model-View-Controller was originally invented by
Smalltalk programmers. More specifically, it was invented by one Smalltalk programmer, Trygve Reenskaug. Trygve
maintains a page that explains the history of MVC in his own words.

Chrome OS will continue to support Chrome Apps. Additionally, Chrome and the Web Store will continue to
support extensions on all platforms. Read the announcement and learn more about migrating your app. MVC
Architecture As modern browsers become more powerful with rich features, building full-blown web
applications in JavaScript is not only feasible, but increasingly popular. Application development requires
collaboration from multiple developers. Writing maintainable and reusable code is crucial in the new web app
era. The Chrome App, with its rich client-side features, is no exception. Design patterns are important to write
maintainable and reusable code. A pattern is a reusable solution that can be applied to commonly occurring
problems in software design â€” in our case â€” writing Chrome Apps. We recommend that developers
decouple the app into a series of independent components following the MVC pattern. While they all have
their unique advantages, each one of them follows some form of MVC pattern with the goal of encouraging
developers to write more structured JavaScript code. MVC pattern overview MVC offers architectural benefits
over standard JavaScript â€” it helps you write better organized, and therefore more maintainable code. This
pattern has been used and extensively tested over multiple languages and generations of programmers. MVC
is composed of three components: When a model changes, typically it will notify its observers that a change
has occurred. The model here represents attributes associated with each todo item such as description and
status. When a new todo item is created, it is stored in an instance of the model. For example, in the above
todo list web app, you can create a view that nicely presents the list of todo items to your users. Controller The
controller is the decision maker and the glue between the model and view. The controller updates the view
when the model changes. It also adds event listeners to the view and updates the model when the user
manipulates the view. In the todo list web app, when the user checks an item as completed, the click is
forwarded to the controller. The controller modifies the model to mark item as completed. If the data needs to
be persistent, it also makes an async save to the server. In rich client-side web app development such as
Chrome Apps, keeping the data persistent in local storage is also crucial. In this case, the controller also
handles saving the data to the client-side storage such as FileSystem API. Even with the so called MVC design
pattern itself, there is some variation between the traditional MVC pattern vs the modern interpretation in
various programming languages. For example, some MVCâ€”based frameworks will have the view observe
the changes in the models while others will let the controller handle the view update. Learning JavaScript
Design Patterns. To summarize, the MVC pattern brings modularity to application developers and it enables:
Reusable and extendable code. Separation of view logic from business logic. Allow simultaneous work
between developers who are responsible for different components such as UI layer and core logic. MVC
persistence patterns There are many different ways of implementing persistence with an MVC framework,
each with different tradeâ€”offs. When writing Chrome Apps, choose the frameworks with MVC and
persistence patterns that feel natural to you and fit you application needs. Model does its own persistence ActiveRecord pattern Popular in both serverâ€”side frameworks like Ruby on Rails, and client-side
frameworks like Backbone. A slightly different take from having a model handle the persistence is to
introduce a separate concept of Store and Adapter API. Store, Model and Adapter in some frameworks it is
called Proxy work hand by hand. Store is the repository that holds the loaded models, and it also provides
functions such as creating, querying and filtering the model instances contained within it. An adapter, or a
proxy, receives the requests from a store and translates them into appropriate actions to take against your
persistent data layer such as JSON API. Simple to use and understand. Reusing Model in other applications
may create conflicts, such as sharing a single Customer class between two different views, each view wanting
to save to different places. Controller does persistence In this pattern, the controller holds a reference to both
the model and a datastore and is responsible for keeping the model persisted. The controller responds to
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lifecycle events like Load, Save, Delete, and issues commands to the datastore to fetch or update the model.
Easier to test, controller can be passed a mock datastore to write tests against. The same model can be reused
with multiple datastores just by constructing controllers with different datastores. Code can be more complex
to maintain. AppController does persistence In some patterns, there is a supervising controller responsible for
navigating between one MVC and another. Moves persistence layer even higher up the stack where it can be
easily changed. Model, View, Controller, AppController.
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Chapter 2 : Understanding Models, Views, and Controllers (C#) | Microsoft Docs
Model-view-controller is an architectural pattern commonly used for developing user interfaces that divides an
application into three interconnected parts. This is done to separate internal representations of information from the
ways information is presented to and accepted from the user.

The MVC architectural pattern has existed for a long time in software engineering. All most all the languages
use MVC with slight variation, but conceptually it remains the same. Model represents shape of the data and
business logic. It maintains the data of the application. Model objects retrieve and store model state in a
database. Model is a data and business logic. View is a user interface. View display data using model to the
user and also enables them to modify the data. View is a User Interface. Controller handles the user request.
Typically, user interact with View, which in-turn raises appropriate URL request, this request will be handled
by a controller. The controller renders the appropriate view with the model data as a response. Controller is a
request handler. The following figure illustrates the interaction between Model, View and Controller. Then,
the Controller uses the appropriate View and Model and creates the response and sends it back to the user. We
will see the details of the interaction in the next few sections. Model is responsible for maintaining application
data and business logic. View is a user interface of the application, which displays the data. Examples might
be simplified to improve reading and basic understanding. While using this site, you agree to have read and
accepted our terms of use and privacy policy.
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Chapter 3 : What is Model View Controller (MVC)? - Definition from Techopedia
Model View Controller or MVC as it is popularly called, is a software design pattern for developing web applications. A
Model View Controller pattern is made up of the following three parts âˆ’.

This document may not represent best practices for current development. Links to downloads and other
resources may no longer be valid. The pattern defines not only the roles objects play in the application, it
defines the way objects communicate with each other. Each of the three types of objects is separated from the
others by abstract boundaries and communicates with objects of the other types across those boundaries. The
collection of objects of a certain MVC type in an application is sometimes referred to as a layerâ€”for
example, model layer. MVC is central to a good design for a Cocoa application. The benefits of adopting this
pattern are numerous. Many objects in these applications tend to be more reusable, and their interfaces tend to
be better defined. Applications having an MVC design are also more easily extensible than other applications.
Model Objects Model objects encapsulate the data specific to an application and define the logic and
computation that manipulate and process that data. For example, a model object might represent a character in
a game or a contact in an address book. A model object can have to-one and to-many relationships with other
model objects, and so sometimes the model layer of an application effectively is one or more object graphs.
Much of the data that is part of the persistent state of the application whether that persistent state is stored in
files or databases should reside in the model objects after the data is loaded into the application. Because
model objects represent knowledge and expertise related to a specific problem domain, they can be reused in
similar problem domains. Ideally, a model object should have no explicit connection to the view objects that
present its data and allow users to edit that dataâ€”it should not be concerned with user-interface and
presentation issues. User actions in the view layer that create or modify data are communicated through a
controller object and result in the creation or updating of a model object. When a model object changes for
example, new data is received over a network connection , it notifies a controller object, which updates the
appropriate view objects. View Objects A view object is an object in an application that users can see. A view
object knows how to draw itself and can respond to user actions. Despite this, view objects are typically
decoupled from model objects in an MVC application. Because you typically reuse and reconfigure them,
view objects provide consistency between applications. Controller objects are thus a conduit through which
view objects learn about changes in model objects and vice versa. Controller objects can also perform setup
and coordinating tasks for an application and manage the life cycles of other objects. A controller object
interprets user actions made in view objects and communicates new or changed data to the model layer. When
model objects change, a controller object communicates that new model data to the view objects so that they
can display it.
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Chapter 4 : Design Patterns MVC Pattern
Where as MVC is a triangular architecture: the View sends updates to the Controller, the Controller updates the Model,
and the View gets updated directly from the Model. This addresses questions of how a user interface manages the
components on the screen.

In this article I will provide what I think is the simplest explanation of MVC, and why you should use it. In a
typical application you will find these three fundamental parts: The model represents the data, and does
nothing else. The model does NOT depend on the controller or the view. The view displays the model data,
and sends user actions e. The controller provides model data to the view, and interprets user actions such as
button clicks. The controller depends on the view and the model. In some cases, the controller and the view
are the same object. The model is a list of Person objects, the view is a GUI window that displays the list of
people, and the controller handles actions such as "Delete person", "Add person", "Email person", etc. The
following example does not use MVC because the model depends on the view. The PersonListController
handles both changing the model, and updating the view. The view window tells the controller about user
actions in this case, it tells the controller that the user changed the picture of a person. What is the advantage
of MVC? Unnecessary complexity is the devil of software development. Complexity leads to software that is
buggy, and expensive to maintain. The easiest way to make code overly complex is to put dependencies
everywhere. Conversely, removing unnecessary dependencies makes delightful code that is less buggy and
easier to maintain because it is reusable without modification. You can happily reuse old, stable code without
introducing new bugs into it. The primary advantage of the MVC design pattern is this: MVC makes model
classes reusable without modification. The purpose of the controller is to remove the view dependency from
the model. By removing the view dependency from the model, the model code becomes delightful. Why is the
model code so delightful? The project manager approaches the developer and says "We love the contact list
window, but we need a second window that displays all the contacts by their photos only. The photos should
be in a table layout, with five photos per row. Currently there are three classes: Two classes need to be
created: The Person class remains the same, and is easily plugged into the two different views. If the
application is structured badly like in Example 1, then things get more complicated. Currently there are two
classes Person, and PersonListView. The Person class can not be plugged into another view, because it
contains code specific to PersonListView. The developer must modify the Person class to accommodate the
new PersonPhotoGridView, and ends up complicating the model like so: Just make a controller and a view
with the new toolkit, just as you would with the old toolkit. The code may end up looking like this: Why not
put the controller code in the view? One solution to the spaghetti code problem in Example 4 is to move the
controller code from the model to the view like so: When the view will only ever display one type of model
object, then combining the view and the controller is fine. However, if the controller is separate from the view
then MVC has a second advantage: MVC can also make the view reusable without modification. Not only
does MVC make the model delightful, it can also make the view delightful. Ideally, a list view should be able
to display lists of anything, not just Person objects. The code in Example 5 can not be a generic list view,
because it is tied to the model the Person class. In the situation where the view should be reusable e. The
controller removes the dependencies from both the model and the view, which allows them to be reused
elsewhere. Conclusion The MVC design pattern inserts a controller class between the view and the model to
remove the model-view dependencies. With the dependencies removed, the model, and possibly the view, can
be made reusable without modification. This makes implementing new features and maintenance a breeze.
How good is that?
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Chapter 5 : MVC Architecture
The theory behind Model View Controller. Model View Controller (MVC) is a software architecture pattern, commonly
used to implement user interfaces: it is therefore a popular choice for architecting web apps.

SitePoint Premium members get access with their membership, or you can buy a copy in stores worldwide.
The model-view-controller MVC architecture that we first encountered in Chapter 1 is not unique to Rails. In
fact, it predates both Rails and the Ruby language by many years. It separates an application into the following
components: Models for handling data and business logic Controllers for handling the user interface and
application Views for handling graphical user interface objects and presentation This separation results in user
requests being processed as follows: The browser on the client sends a request for a page to the controller on
the server. The controller retrieves the data it needs from the model in order to respond to the request. The
controller gives the retrieved data to the view. The view is rendered and sent back to the client for the browser
to display. This process is illustrated in Figure below. Separating a software application into these three
distinct components is a good idea for a number of reasons, including: Jump back to the MVC diagram if you
need to refer to it later on. MVC the Rails Way Rails promotes the concept that models, views, and controllers
should be kept separate by storing the code for each element as separate files in separate directories. This is
where the Rails directory structure that we created back in Chapter 2 comes into play. As you can see, each
component of the model-view-controller architecture has its place within the app subdirectoryâ€”the models,
views, and controllers subdirectories respectively. This separation continues within the code that comprises
the framework itself. The classes that form the core functionality of Rails reside within the following modules:
ActiveRecord ActiveRecord is the module for handling business logic and database communication. It plays
the role of model in our MVC architecture. Active Record is also the name of a famous design patternâ€”one
that this component implements in order to perform its role in the MVC world. Besides, if it had been called
ActionModel, it would have sounded more like an overpaid Hollywood star than a software component â€¦
ActionController ActionController is the component that handles browser requests and facilitates
communication between the model and the view. Your controllers will inherit from this class. Views inherit
from this class, which is also part of the ActionPack library. The ActiveRecord module is based on the concept
of database abstraction. The result is that a Rails application is not bound to any specific database server
software. Should you need to change the underlying database server at a later time, no changes to your
application code are required. For now, I suggest you learn the way ActiveRecord works, then form your
judgement of the implementation as you learn. Some examples of code that differ greatly between vendors,
and which ActiveRecord abstracts, include: The rows map to individual objects, and the columns map to the
attributes of those objects. The collection of all the tables in a database, and the relationships between those
tables, is called the database schema. An example of a table is shown in Figure In Rails, the naming of Ruby
classes and database tables follows an intuitive pattern: Note that the name of our class in Ruby is a singular
noun Story , but the name of the table is plural stories. This relationship makes sense if you think about it: But
the SQL table holds a multitude of stories, so its name should be plural. The close relationship between objects
and tables extends even further. If our stories table were to have a link column, as our example in Figure does,
the data in this column would automatically be mapped to the link attribute in a Story object. Instead, I
encourage you to download the following script from the code archive, and copy and paste it straight into your
SQLite console that you invoked via the following command in the application directory: Migrations are
special Ruby classes that we can write to create database tables for our application without using any SQL at
all. SitePoint has published a book on learning SQL, so check that one out. A Rails console is just like the
interactive Ruby console irb that we used in Chapter 2, but with one key difference. These are not available
from within a standard irb console. To enter a Rails console, change to your readit folder, and enter the
command rails console or rails c, as shown in the code that follows. We touched on the:: Flip back to the
section on object-oriented programming OOP inChapter 3 if you need a refresher on inheritance. Consider the
following code snippet: Object relationships can be defined in a variety of ways; the main difference between
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these relationships is the number of records that are specified in the relationship. The primary types of
database association are: Feel free to type them into the Rails console if you like, for the sake of practice.
Suppose our application has the following associations: An Author can have one Blog: Unlike the
ActiveRecord module, these modules are more intuitively named: Exploring application logic and presentation
logic on the command line makes little sense; views and controllers are designed to interact with a web
browser, after all! In this role, a controller performs a number of tasks including: Each controller is responsible
for a specific part of the application. All our controllers will inherit from the ApplicationController,There will
actually be an intermediate class between this class and the ActionController:: Base is the base class from
which every controller inherits. Each controller resides in its own Ruby file with a. Class names are written in
CamelCase each word beginning with a capital letter, with no spaces between words. There are actually two
variations of CamelCase: The Ruby convention for class names requires an uppercase first letter. Filenames
are written in lowercase, with underscores separating each word. This is an important detail. If this convention
is not followed, Rails will have a hard time locating your files. ActionView the View As discussed earlier, one
of the principles of MVC is that a view should contain presentation logic only. This principle holds that the
code in a view should only perform actions that relate to displaying pages in the application; none of the code
in a view should perform any complicated application logic, nor store or retrieve any data from the database.
In Rails, everything that is sent to the web browser is handled by a view. ERb allows server-side code to be
scattered throughout an HTML file by wrapping that code in special tags. The output of a Ruby expression
between these tags will be displayed in the browser. The output of a Ruby expression between these tags will
not be displayed in the browser. Creating an instance of a view is a little different to that of a model or
controller. Base the parent class for all views is one of the base classes for views in Rails, the instantiation of a
view is handled completely by the ActionView module. The only file a Rails developer needs to modify is the
template, which is the file that contains the presentation code for the view. As with everything else Rails, a
strict convention applies to the naming and storage of template files: A template has one-to-one mapping to
the action method of a controller. The name of the template file matches the name of the action to which it
maps. The folder that stores the template is named after the controller. By default, there are three types of
extensions in Rails: For example, consider the StoriesController class defined earlier. Rails also comes with
special templates such as layouts and partials. Layouts are templates that control the global layout of an
application, such as structures that remain unchanged between pages the primary navigation menu, for
instance. Partials are special subtemplates the result of a template being split into separate files, such as a
secondary navigation menu or a form that can be used multiple times within the application. Through the
magic of ActionView, this variable can now be referenced directly from the corresponding view, as shown in
this code: Rails also provides access to special containers, such as the params and session hashes.
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Chapter 6 : Understanding calendrierdelascience.com MVC (Model View Controller) Architecture for Beginn
MVC is a pattern for the architecture of a software application. It separates an application into the following components:
Models for handling data and business logic; Controllers for handling.

Download MVC example - Using MVC, the Model represents the information the data of the application and
the business rules used to manipulate the data, the View corresponds to elements of the user interface such as
text, checkbox items, and so forth, and the Controller manages details involving the communication between
the model and view. The controller handles user actions such as keystrokes and mouse movements and pipes
them into the model or view as required. Background Using the Code Note: I strongly recommend you
download the code to view it, it will be much easier. Here I will show an example of our good old friend
calculator in a MVC architecture. The model takes care of all the work and it holds the current state of the
calculator. The tough thing about MVC is where to slice it apart can be confusing. The end goal is a pluggable
UI and perhaps multiple controllers attached to the same model. So one way to test if you did it right is to
quickly write another UI and plug it in. A typical MVC patterns instantiation looks something like the
following. A few important things to notice; the controller takes an interface to the view and model. It is
important to know that the view will typically interact with the controller if it needs notification of events
which are fired via the view such as a button click. In this case, I have the controllers constructor pass a
reference to itself to the view class. The controller will access the view through the Total property. The view
also passes click events on to the controller. We will invoke event handlers on the controller via IController.
Notice that it should do the "work" of the calculator and it handles the state. Finally, the model is represented
by the actual content, usually stored in a database or XML files, and the business rules that transform that
content based on user actions. Though MVC comes in different flavors, control flow generally works as
follows: The user interacts with the user interface in some way e. A controller handles the input event from the
user interface, often via a registered handler or callback. A view uses the model indirectly to generate an
appropriate user interface e. The view gets its own data from the model. The model has no direct knowledge of
the view. The user interface waits for further user interactions, which begins the cycle anew. By decoupling
models and views, MVC helps to reduce the complexity in architectural design, and to increase flexibility and
reuse. History 8th April,
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Chapter 7 : Modelâ€“viewâ€“viewmodel - Wikipedia
In the passive Model MVC architecture, the Controller needs to hold a reference to the View. The easiest way of doing
this, while focusing on testing, is to have a BaseView interface, that the.

This tutorial provides you with a high-level overview of ASP. After reading this tutorial, you should
understand how the different parts of an ASP. You should also understand how the architecture of an ASP. We
take advantage of this simple application in this tutorial. You create a new ASP. Click the OK button. This
dialog enables you to create a separate project in your solution for testing your ASP. Select the option No, do
not create a unit test project and click the OK button. You will see several folders and files in the Solution
Explorer window. As you might guess from the folder names, these folders contain the files for implementing
models, views, and controllers. If you expand the Controllers folder, you should see a file named
AccountController. If you expand the Views folder, you should see three subfolders named Account, Home
and Shared. These files make up the sample application included with the default ASP. Alternatively, you can
press the F5 key. When you first run an ASP. NET application, the dialog in Figure 4 appears that
recommends that you enable debug mode. Click the OK button and the application will run. The sample
application consists of only two pages: When the application first starts, the Index page appears see Figure 5.
You can navigate to the About page by clicking the menu link at the top right of the application. How is this
possible? If you request a page named SomePage. When building an ASP. In a traditional ASP. NET Web
Forms application is content-centric. NET Routing uses a route table to handle incoming requests. This route
table is created when your web application first starts. The route table is setup in the Global. The default MVC
Global. Listing 1 - Global. In Listing 1, this method calls the RegisterRoutes method and the RegisterRoutes
method creates the default route table. The default route table consists of one route. This default route breaks
all incoming requests into three segments a URL segment is anything between forward slashes. The first
segment is mapped to a controller name, the second segment is mapped to an action name, and the final
segment is mapped to a parameter passed to the action named Id. For example, consider the following URL:
With these defaults in mind, consider how the following URL is parsed:
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Chapter 8 : Understanding the Model-View-Controller (MVC) Architecture in Rails â€” SitePoint
Learning calendrierdelascience.com MVC (Model View Controller) architecture and fundamentals for beginners
Introduction This article is intended to provide basic concepts and fundamentals of calendrierdelascience.com MVC
(Model View Controller) architecture workflow for beginners.

Descriptions[ edit ] As with other software patterns, MVC expresses the "core of the solution" to a problem
while allowing it to be adapted for each system. A view can be any output representation of information, such
as a chart or a diagram. Multiple views of the same information are possible, such as a bar chart for
management and a tabular view for accountants. The third part or section, the controller, accepts input and
converts it to commands for the model or view. It receives user input from the controller. The view means
presentation of the model in a particular format. The controller responds to the user input and performs
interactions on the data model objects. The controller receives the input, optionally validates it and then passes
the input to the model. History[ edit ] One of the seminal insights in the early development of graphical user
interfaces, MVC became one of the first approaches to describe and implement software constructs in terms of
their responsibilities. Several web frameworks have been created that enforce the pattern. These software
frameworks vary in their interpretations, mainly in the way that the MVC responsibilities are divided between
the client and server. In this approach, the client sends either hyperlink requests or form submissions to the
controller and then receives a complete and updated web page or other document from the view; the model
exists entirely on the server. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations.
Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. February Simultaneous development[ edit
] Because MVC decouples the various components of an application, developers are able to work in parallel
on different components without impacting or blocking one another. For example, a team might divide their
developers between the front-end and the back-end. The back-end developers can design the structure of the
data and how the user interacts with it without requiring the user interface to be completed. Conversely, the
front-end developers are able to design and test the layout of the application prior to the data structure being
available. Code reuse[ edit ] By creating components that are independent of each other, developers are able to
reuse components quickly and easily in other applications. The same or similar view for one application can
be refactored for another application with different data because the view is simply handling how the data is
being displayed to the user. Advantages[ edit ] Simultaneous development â€” Multiple developers can work
simultaneously on the model, controller and views. High cohesion â€” MVC enables logical grouping of
related actions on a controller together. The views for a specific model are also grouped together. Low
coupling â€” The very nature of the MVC framework is such that there is low coupling among models, views
or controllers Ease of modification â€” Because of the separation of responsibilities, future development or
modification is easier Multiple views for a model â€” Models can have multiple views Disadvantages[ edit ]
Code navigability â€” The framework navigation can be complex because it introduces new layers of
abstraction and requires users to adapt to the decomposition criteria of MVC. Multi-artifact consistency â€”
Decomposing a feature into three artifacts causes scattering. Thus, requiring developers to maintain the
consistency of multiple representations at once. Pronounced learning curve â€” Knowledge on multiple
technologies becomes the norm. Developers using MVC need to be skilled in multiple technologies.
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Chapter 9 : model view controller - MVC Vs n-tier architecture - Stack Overflow
Model View Controller (MVC) is a design pattern for computer software. It can be considered an approach to distinguish
between the data model, processing control and the user interface. It neatly separates the graphical interface displayed
to the user from the code that manages the user actions.

The only way to make the deadlineâ€”the only way to go fastâ€”is to keep the code as clean as possible at all
times. Android development used to be a mess. Historically, the platform was poorly designed and there were
absolutely no design guidelines as to how Android applications should be built. Surely enough, this approach
led to ever-growing classes that had thousands upon thousands of lines of code inside them. Slowly, as
community members got hands on experience with the platform, better ways to write applications emerged.
The idea of separating UI logic from the rest of the application long predates Android, but it took some time
until it penetrated into the community of Android developers and became widespread. The earliest article that
I could find which discusses presentation layer architectures in Android dates back to November It is titled
Android Architecture: In November , Josh Musselwhite writes a series of 9! In this post Josh revolutionized
Android development by expressing the idea that Activity is not a view in MVC, but a controller. Since then I
developed these ideas further and summarized what I learned and did in several articles of my own. This series
of posts demonstrates how to actually implement a solid MVC architectural pattern in Android. The most
mature architectural pattern for Android development: This makes this architectural pattern the most mature
and time tested approach to developing Android applications. Core concepts and techniques will be presented
using fully functional open-source tutorial application. There is also a real world open-sourced application that
uses the approach described in this series of posts. The idea behind them is that many software systems that
have user interface can be divided into three components: This component is referred to as Model. This
component is referred to as View. The component that encapsulates the logical functionality of the system.
You can find many descriptions on the web, some of which differ substantially. Therefore, before we begin
our discussion, we shall omit any ambiguity by providing a concrete definition for each pattern. As you can
see, these architectural patterns are very similar. The key differences are: Views in MVC tend to have more
logic in them because they are responsible for handling of notifications from the model. The question is
whether there is anything about Android that prevents developers from adopting these architectural patterns. In
fact, ContentProvider accessible through ContentResolver makes for a very good MVC model once you get
accustomed to it â€” a general, independent of the rest of the code approach, which completely abstracts the
underlying storage mechanism. ORM libraries , or using custom global in-memory cache. The problems arise
if you try to separate view and controller functionality. Activity also manages the UI of the application. In the
above code snippet there are just two references to UI elements R. This question is not trivial, and there is no
consensus in Android community as to which approach is better. Activities in Android are not UI elements.
My personal opinion is that MVP is better for Android because it is simpler and cleaner to have independent
view and model components. If we allow the view and the model to communicate directly, we might end up in
a situation when the view needs to become aware life-cycle events. In this post we reviewed MVP and MVC
architectural patterns in general, and also discussed their applicability in context of Android development.
Please leave your comments and questions below, and consider subscribing to our newsletter if you liked the
post. Check out my top-rated Android courses on Udemy.
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